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Abstract. User profiling in social media plays an important role in different
applications. Most of the existing approaches for user profiling are based on
user-generated messages, which is not sufficient for inferring user attributes.
With the continuous accumulation of data in social media, integrating multi-data
sources has become the inexorable trend for precise user profiling. In this paper,
we take advantage of text messages, user metadata, followee information and
network representations. In order to integrate seamlessly multi-data sources, we
propose a novel fusion model that effectively captures the complementarity and
diversity of different sources. In addition, we address the problem of friendship-
based network from previous studies and introduce celebrity ties which enrich
the social network and boost the connectivity of different users. Experimental
results show that our method outperforms several state-of-the-art methods on a
real-world dataset.
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1 Introduction

User profiling, which aims at effectively extracting user attributes from massive data
information, is essentially valuable in various scientific research and business appli-
cations, such as recommendation system [1], search engine optimization [2], political
position detection [3] and social network analysis [4]. Many attempts have utilized
automated analysis model for user profiling tasks, such as user gender [5], age [6],
geolocation [7], occupation [8], hobbies [9], personality [10] and influence [11].

With the rapid development of social media, like Twitter and Facebook, user
profiling in social media obtains increasing attention. Traditional approaches [12–15]
are mainly based on user-generated messages, such as tweets and micro-blogs, from
which they construct a series of sophisticated features as the input of machine learning
algorithms. Nevertheless, user-generated messages are usually short and full of noisy
information. In addition to user’s posts, recently, there have been several attempts to
utilize other data sources in social media. Among them, social relationships network
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[16, 17] takes the most important role. Intuitively, people who become friends are
likely to share the similar attributes. However, one of the existing problems in the
friendship-based network is that if the training model does not include the user’s
friends in the network, the model may fail to predict the user’s attributes.

Apart from text messages and network information, social media provides other
data sources, such as users’ nicknames, self-introductions, and personalized labels,
which are also helpful for the identification of user attributes. Nowadays, more and
more data sources are generated in social media, integrating multi-data sources has thus
become the inexorable trend for precise user profiling. One naïve baseline for inte-
gration is to combine all the data representations one after another, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). However, it does not consider interactions between different data sources. To
address this, [18] built a hierarchical attention mechanism that unified text message,
metadata and network representation for user geolocation prediction, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). However, the attention mechanism may cause a certain loss of information
when features derived from different data sources are combined via the summation
operation. In addition, attention mechanism ignores the correlations between different
data sources.

To better integrate different data sources, we take the advantage of bi-GRU
architecture, which simultaneously captures the complementarity and diversity of each
data source from bi-directions with the update gates and the reset gates. Different from
the attention mechanism which integrates diverse inputs with a summation operation,
we concatenate all the hidden states as the hybrid features, in order to retain the
diversities of different data sources. We evaluate our model on a real-world dataset and
experiment results show that our model outperforms the aforementioned methods.
Besides, we also address the problem of scarcity in friendship network. Practically, we
incorporate celebrity ties into the social network to enrich the information of user
network representations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly review on the
related work of user profiling. Then, we deliver a detailed description of our model in
Sect. 3. Section 4 presents experimental results along with our analysis. Finally, we
make a conclusion in Sect. 5.

(a) Concatenation (b) Attention

Fig. 1. Previous baseline models
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2 Related Work

Most previous work in user profiling heavily relied on hand-crafted syntactic and
lexical features extracted from the user-generated messages. [12] analyzed bloggers’
writing styles and high frequency words at different genders and ages. [14] extracted
stylistic features and lexical features from users’ blogs, using SVM and logistic
regression model to predict users’ ages. Recently, deep learning methods have been
applied in user profiling tasks and shown their effectiveness against traditional
approaches. [19] devised a joint learning model with Long Short-Term Memory model
to distinguish users’ genders, ages, and professions.

Besides, network analysis targeting at node interactions in a connected network
becomes a hot field over these years [20–22]. In network analysis methods, user
profiling is treated as a node classification problem. [23] incorporated text features into
network representation by matrix factorization. [4] devised a framework that preserves
user profiles in the social network embeddings via a nonlinear mapping.

In social media, users are free to generate various types of data. It is found that the
combination of two or more types of data is distinctly better than merely a single type
in prediction tasks of user profiles. [24] established multi-scale Convolutional Neural
Networks with an attention mechanism on user-generated contents, combined with user
network representations. [25] unified users’ tweets and other metadata (location, time
zone) to predict user geolocation with a stacking approach. [18] developed a complex
neural network model that joins text messages, user metadata and network represen-
tations for geolocation prediction.

In this paper, we unify user text messages, user metadata, followees’ information
and network representations. Different from previous methods, our model seamlessly
incorporates different data sources by taking advantage of both their complementarity
and diversity.

3 Model

In this section, we introduce our model, a fusion framework which joints four different
types of data sources. Shown in Fig. 2, the model takes user text messages, metadata,
followees’ information and network representations as inputs. Then, four components
are treated as a sequence while a bi-GRU layer is employed to learn their interde-
pendency. Subsequently, all hidden units are concatenated as a new vector represen-
tation to retain their differentia, and then they are fed into the final fully connected
layer. Details of the sub-models will be discussed in Sects. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
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3.1 Text Messages Representation

Text messages are the most important information for user profiling in social media.
We take each message as one sentence formed by a sequence of words and aggregate
all messages to be a document. To get the document presentation, We adopt the
hierarchical attention network [26], in which there are two hierarchical layers. Figure 3
shows one typical hierarchical layer in the hierarchical attention network.

The input representations can be the word embeddings, while the output comes to
be a sentence embedding. Similarly, sentence embeddings can be combined into a
document. To implement RNN, we use Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [27]. Formally,
the formulations of GRU are as follows:

zt ¼ r Wzxt þUzht�1 þ bzð Þ ð1Þ

rt ¼ r Wrxt þUrht�1 þ brð Þ ð2Þ

Fig. 2. Illustration of the fusion model. Hierarchical attention layer denotes hierarchical
attention network. BiRNN denotes bi-recurrent neural network. Concatenation layer indicates
concatenation of all hidden units learned from multi-data inputs.

Fig. 3. The architecture of one hierarchical layer in the hierarchical attention network
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~ht ¼ tanh Whxt þ rt � Uhht�1 þ bhð Þ ð3Þ

ht ¼ zt � ht�1 þ 1� ztð Þ � ~ht ð4Þ

where zt denotes an update gate, rt a reset gate, ~ht a candidate state, ht a hidden state,
and xt an input state, Wz; Wr; Wh; ; Uz; Ur; Uh; bz; br; bh are model parameters, �
denotes the element-wise multiplication operator.

We get the hidden presentation hit by concatenating forward hidden state ~hit and

backward hidden state h
(

it. Then, a self-attention mechanism is introduced, which
automatically assigns weights to different inputs. The formulation of the self-attention
mechanism is defined as follows:

ei ¼ tanh Wwhi þ bwð Þ ð5Þ

ai ¼
exp uTwei

� �
P

i exp uTwei
� � ð6Þ

s ¼
X

i
aihi ð7Þ

where ai is the weight of i-th of the hidden unit hi, and uw is the context vector, Ww and
bw are model parameters, s is the output vector.

3.2 Metadata Representation

Apart from text messages, user metadata information is also useful for inferring user
attributes. In this paper, we regard user nickname, self-introduction, education infor-
mation, work information and individualized labels as user metadata. We represent the
metadata by concatenating all the elements, feeding them into a BiRNN layer and an
Attention layer to the metadata representation.

3.3 Network Representation

For solving the sparsity of user friendships, most of previous works construct a 2-degree
friends network. However, constructing such a network is very labor-intensive and time-
consuming and most users are not well-connected. Therefore, an effective measure is to
intensify the relationships among users. According to our observation, celebrity ties can
be an alternative way to boost the connectivity between different users. As shown in
Fig. 4, although user B and C do not have an explicit friendship, they have an indirect
relationship as they both follow celebrity D and have interactions in blogs. Specifically,
we define a social network as G = (V, E), where V represents the vertices including
ordinary users as well as celebrities, and E indicates the relationships between vertices.
There are three types of social relationship in our network: friendships, follower-
followee relationships and blog-interacted relationships (@mention, repost and vote).
We employ LINE [22] which involves the first-order and second-order proximities
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between nodes to obtain users’ vector representations in the social network, where we
set all the weights of edges set to be 0 and 1.

3.4 Followees’ Information Representation

In addition to the construction of social network, we notice that the information of
followee, especially celebrities, has strong relations with the user’s traits. For example,
if a user follows a certificated company that sells cosmetics, we suppose the user may
be a female. In the followee list, followee usually put an explicit description of their
nickname and self-introduction. Herein, we join the nickname and description to form a
sentence representing one followee, and adopt another hierarchical attention network,
shown as Fig. 5, to get the whole representation of followees’ information.

3.5 Fusion Framework of Multi-data Sources

Given a series of data vector representations fs1; s2; s3; s4g, we adopt a Bi-GRU layer
to learn their interdependencies adaptively on both forward and backward directions,
resulting in corresponding hidden vectors h1; h2; h3; h4f g. Then, we concatenate all the
hidden units, sending them through a fully-connected layer. In practice, the lengths of

Fig. 4. An example of social network relationships

Fig. 5. Model architecture for getting followee information representation
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fs1; s2; s3; s4g may not be the same, so we adjust the hidden size of sub-models to
ensure the same lengths of different inputs. Formally, a user vector representation vu is
computed by:

vu ¼ Wc h1 � h2 � h3 � h4½ � þ bc ð8Þ

hi ¼ fBiGRU sið Þ ð9Þ

where Wc; bc are the model parameters.
We adopt cross-entropy error of the predicted and true distributions as the loss

function for optimization. The loss function is defined as follows:

L ¼ �
XT

i¼1

XC

j¼1
yji log byji

� �
ð10Þ

where T denotes the number of training sets, C denotes the number of classes in user
profiling tasks, and yji; byji are the true labels and prediction probabilities respectively.

4 Experiments

Since there is few public benchmark data set on user profiling yet, we collect a real-
word date set and evaluate our models in three user profiling tasks: gender, age and
location prediction. Users for evaluation are from Sina Micro-blog1, one of the most
popular social media websites in China. We gathered user accounts from the comment
lists of Micro-blog hot-searched event from March to April, 2018. Finally, we get
31,852 users with 21,884 females and 9,968 males, as females are more likely to share
their comments than males. For the fair comparison, we adopt down sampling strategy
that cuts off the sample number of female to 10,942. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
user in age. We split ages into four intervals: [<19, 19–23, 24–27, >27], corresponding
to different educational ages. User locations are in accordance with seven regions of
China. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of our data set, where NE denotes the
Northeast of China, N the North of China, C the Center of China, E the East of China,
NW the Northwest of China, SW the Southwest of China, and S the South of China. We
randomly select 70% as the training set, 10% the validation set and 20% the test set.

4.1 Experiment Setting

We use the pre-trained word2vec [28] vectors with a dimension of 200, and employ an
open source Chinese Segmentation tool Jieba2 to process the Chinese text. Words not
included in the word2vec vectors are endowed with a uniform distribution between
[−0.25, 0.25]. We adopt Adam algorithm [29] for optimization, and mini-batch size is
fixed to 32. We train LINE [22] to get network representations of first-order

1 https://weibo.com/.
2 https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
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embeddings and second-order embeddings with 150 dimensions respectively.
The GRU dimensions of words and sentences are set to be 50 and 150 respectively in
hierarchical attention network. Since user metadata only comprises one bi-RNN layer,
we set the GRU dimensions to be 150. The size of all attention units is set to 300, the
dropout rate is 0.5. For evaluation, we use the metrics of F1 measures.

4.2 Baseline Methods

We compare our model with several baseline methods for user profiling tasks:
Text Feature + SVM: In traditional methods, bag of words (BOW) is regularly

used for extracting text feature. In our experiments, different words in BOW model are
weighted by TF-IDF, and then we adopt Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD) to
perform dimensionality reduction, feeding them into an SVM classifier.

Text Feature + HAN: HAN represents the hierarchical attention network. Here,
we use HAN only for extracting text messages features as the baseline method.

Multi-CNN + Network Embedding (MCNE) [24]: Each sentence is learnt by a
convolutional neural network and an attention mechanism is used to assign weights to
different sentences. Both the messages embedding and the network embedding are
concatenated as the user embedding.

Multi-Data + Concatenation (MDC): Four types of data inputs are simply con-
catenated for the fully-connected layer, with details shown in Fig. 1(a).

Multi-Data + Attention (MDA) [18]: Three types of text information are aggre-
gated by an attention mechanism layer, and the output is summed up with the network
vector by another attention mechanism layer, with details shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 6. Distributions of user in age

Table 1. Statistics of datasets for user profiling evaluation

Gender Male Female
9968 10942

Age <19 19–23 24–27 >27
3407 5914 5273 3716

Location NE N C E NW SW S
2364 4359 3058 8144 1445 2951 3827
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4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

We report results of our proposed model on user profiling tasks along with baseline
methods in Table 2.

We can see that deep learning methods outperform remarkably better than BOW.
MCNE is superior to HAN in gender and location prediction significantly, but slightly
inferior in age prediction. The possible reason is that user gender and location can be
inferred by local salient features, like “homeboy”, “Beijing”, while age requires more
information of different aspects and their relations. In this respect, RNN performs better
than CNN. In general, methods that unifies multi-data sources boost the performance
compared to merely text-messages based methods (SVM, HAN) and the MCNE
method. However, MDA does not make a significant improvement compared to the
baseline MDC. The reason may be that aggregating different inputs by an attention
mechanism may loss the peculiarity of each data source and information is partly lost
when features are shortened to a quarter of the original inputs by the summation
operation. Among all the methods, our model consistently and significantly performs
the best in all user profiling tasks, especially the age identification task with 4.8%
improvements of performance compared with MDC. This indicates our model effec-
tively takes advantage of the relativity and diversity of different data sources.

Visualization: To further illustrate our proposed model, we use t-SNE [30] to make
a 2-dimensional visualization of user embedding vectors in the test dataset. As shown
in Fig. 7, we can observe a clear division of node distributions in gender, location tasks
with 2 and 7 distinct regions respectively, where users with the same attributes are
clustered tightly. Although age prediction has the lowest accuracy, we still observe two
separated parts, in which the left denotes users who are above 24 years old and the right
under 24. Besides, we can see a gradual change of colors from right to left (dark blue,
blue, green and orange), which suggests the transition of different age groups (<19, 19–
23, 24–27, 27 correspondingly). Thus, results of visualization give a strong evidence of
the good performance of our model.

Sequential Order Analysis: To provide more insight into our proposed fusion
model, we investigate the influence of sequence order before the BiRNN-layer.
Specifically, let t denote the text messages representation, i denote the user metadata
representation, ne denote the network representation, and f denote the followee
information. Table 3 reports results on four types of different combinations. It reveals

Table 2. Results of user profiling tasks on Sina micro-blogs data set

Gender Age Location

SVM 76.5 43.8 48.7
HAN 81.8 48.7 61.7
MCNE 84.2 46.8 65.6
MDC 85.5 51.5 68.1
MDA 85.5 52.7 67.5
Our model 86.6 56.3 70.2
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the significant differences among different orders in the sequence. The reason is mainly
because of the effect of the update state and the reset state in GRU, which will reduce
the information from the previous hidden state if it has little relevance to the current
state. Herein, we observe that the order ne-u-t-f obtains the best performance, partly
because the middle position of text messages can effectively capture both the infor-
mation from user metadata and followee information from bi-directions since they all
are the text representations and show a strong relevance intuitively. Besides, text
messages preserve the most valuable information for inferring user attributes. A prac-
tical issue is how to let our model find the sequence order automatically, which we
leave for our future work.

Network Analysis: To verify the effect of celebrity ties, we construct five different
social networks by adding friend nodes, celebrity nodes from followee lists, celebrity
nodes from @mention behaviors, celebrity nodes from repost behaviors and celebrity
nodes from vote behaviors incrementally. We obtain the network embeddings by using
LINE and feed them into the MLP classifier. Figure 8 shows the results on different
network scales, from which we are apparently aware of the remarkable promotion by
adding celebrity nodes from followee lists, with a drastic increase of 10% in F1-
measure in gender and age prediction. The possible reason is that celebrity nodes boost
the connectivity of different users who are not friends, and thus enrich the network
structure. In addition, we also observe a significant effect of repost and vote behaviors
on location predictions, probably due to the fact that users usually repost and vote the
micro-blogs concerning local reports.

(a)gender (b)age                        (c)location 

Fig. 7. 2-dimensional visualization of user embeddings in user profiling tasks

Table 3. Results of fusion framework with different orders of sequential combination.

Order Gender Age Location

t_f_u_ne 85.68 55.03 68.64
t_u_f_ne 86.29 54.89 65.91
f_ne_t_u 86.24 53.46 68.59
ne_u_t_f 86.69 56.38 70.24
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel fusion model of multi-data sources for user profiling,
which seamlessly integrates them by taking advantage of their relativity and diversity.
Concretely, we carefully devise four different types of data sources: text messages, user
metadata, followee information and network presentations, feeding them into different
sub-models and integrating them via a hybrid bi-GRU framework. To alleviate the
problem of weak connectivity in user-friendship based network, we innovatively
incorporate celebrity nodes, noticing the indirect interactions between users via
celebrity nodes. Experimental results show that our proposed model performs effec-
tively on user profiling tasks. In the future, we will do further research on our model to
implement an automatic mechanism for finding the best sequence combination of
multi-data sources. In addition, we also plan to incorporate other different data sources,
like images and videos that appear in user micro-blogs.
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Fig. 8. Comparison on the performances of user profiling with different network scales
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